Any non-pure quantum state admits an infinite number of non-trivial decompositions. A recent proposal how to measure the information content of a quantum state with reference to a given subalgebra of operators, singles out some of them, called optimal decompositions, which depend both on the state and on the subalgebra. In this paper we start exploring their main features.
Introduction
Considering a state w over a large algebra M, but concentrating on its restriction w/A to a smaller algebra A C M, we see that the usual definition of entropy [l, 21 of the restricted state fails to be monotonic for noncommutative algebras. This causes severe problems if one considers this entropy as a starting point for a dynamical entropy of the Kolmogorov-Sinai type [3] . In the framework of relativistic quantum field theories problems arise, too; the local entropy that is needed to do thermodynamics becomes infinite [4] .
In [5] an alternative definition is offered, tailormade to restore monotonicity which turned out to be useful to define both a quantum dynamical entropy [6, 71 and a local entropy in quantum field theory. The definition is based on an appropriate optimization of the decomposition of the state on the large algebra M with respect to the small algebra A G M.
Unfortunately, only under very special circumstances, that is in case a state-preserving conditional expectation exists, we have complete control how these optimal decompositions look like. In addition, for the abelian subalgebra of MZ generated by ll and the Pauli matrix ct and the state w = (11 + n2 + 2na,)/2(1 + n2), the optimal decomposition was given in [8] , though without a detailed argument. Its generalization to arbitrary states can be found in [9] , again the surprisingly lengthy and not so much w31 revealing argument was omitted. In all examples under control all decompositions corresponded to an appropriately chosen maximal abelian subalgebra.
In this paper we want to give a support to the conjecture that all possible decompositions that are needed to define entropy correspond to maximal abelian subalgebras. In order to do so, we will first study the general structure of optimal decompositions and find compatibility relations between the components of such a decomposition.
2. The entropy functional and its structure DEFINITION 1. Let M be a von Neumann algebra and w a state over it. Let A be a subalgebra of M. Then, the entropy of A relative to the state w is [7] K.m(A) := sup cXiS(w,wc)tA.
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In the above definition xi Xiwi is any convex decomposition of w, as a state on M, into (normalized) states wi (over M) and S (w, wi) [A is the relative entropy of the states w, wi restricted to A.
Some properties
1. As S(w,p) tA is increasing in A [2, 10, 51, so is H,,,(A). 2. As every decomposition of w as a state over M gives a decomposition of the restriction of w to any subalgebra N C M (the reverse need not be generally true), H,,,(A) is monotonically decreasing in M.
3. If A is finite dimensional, the relative entropy can be written where
S (wi [A) = -Tr wi IA log wi IA
is the von Neumann entropy of the state wi restricted to the (finite dimensional) subalgebra A. Accordingly, the entropy functional (1) reads:
4. In (4), it suffices to compute the infimum over decompositions into pure states. In fact, any non-pure state wj appearing in w = Cj Xjwj could be further decomposed into Wj = Ck ViWi and due to strict concavity of the von Neumann entropy:
k (6) unless wh [A = wj rA, Vk, we could improve on R (w , { Xjwj } , A).
THEOREM

Let the set of states {w(i)
, i E I} and corresponding weights {X(i)} provide an optimal decomposition for the state w over M with respect to A. that is w = s dp(i)J(i)w(i).
R(w.A) = 7f (w, {X(i)~(i)}~,, .A). 
Proof: Choose a p-measurable function on I, 0 < g(i) 5 1, and set (9) w w1:= s dp(i)g(i)A(i)w(i).
I w2 := s dp(i)(l -g(i))X(i)w(i). I by using the X(i) and w(i) given in (7) .
The states w1,2 in w = w1 + wa are not normalized.
(11) (12) Let v1,2 be the normalizing factors and consider any optimal decomposition {z$kj}j~~ for ijl = I/;'wI, respectively {v$&}k,h.
for 22 = v;lwz. Together they provide a decomposition {v:$}~~~ u {.v~~~}~~~ for w which is not necessarily optimal, thus:
On the other hand, through (11) and (12) the optimal decomposition (7) for w provides hvo decompositions for Wr.2. The latter need not be optimal for Gl, respectively W2, hence: 
so it follows that the two decompositions are indeed optimal and a further normalization of w1 and w2 concludes the proof. @ Remarks: 1. In Theorem 1, we have written the decomposition as an integral to cover the possibility of both finite and infinite decompositions. If M is not of type Z, then we know that pure states on M do not exist, therefore the infimum is not attained. However, the theorem holds if we interpret the result in the sense that R (w, {X(i)w(l;)} ,A) can get arbitrarily close to the infimum. To avoid these difficulties, from now on we restrict ourselves to finite dimensional algebras M on which the pure states are well defined and we will take M = M,(C) as a full (71 x n) matrix algebra over a complex Hilbert space 'FI, = @,I.
2. The specification "mutually different" in the above definition serves to get rid of the arbitrariness of phase factors. Otherwise, any maximally optimal set might be of infinite cardinality, for it could contain, together with a vector I+), the whole ray WWhE[0.2d. Any faithful state w on M needs at least n vectors I&) to be decomposed into pure states M 3 ii H (411citlqbi), the latter giving R(w,{&q!~} .M) = 0 = R(w.M).
Therefore, for faithful states we need at least n pure states to decompose them optimally with respect to M. But, in principle, we could need more than that. Cardinalities 2 5 k 5 n can be derived as follows. We consider a sequence of states built from a continuous compatible set {$(A)} by means of an absolutely continuous measure p(X) on some finite measure space A: Instead of looking for optimal decompositions of states on M = Mm(@), we proceed by investigating the structure of compatible sets.
The von Neumann entropy S (wrA) is a smooth function of w except at the states w where w[A has eigenvalue 0. Therefore, we can consider the functional R (w. {Xj($jl . l$j)} ,A) to be differentiable with respect to the various components 4j(a) of the vectors 14,) in a suitable orthonormal basis {ja)}&r of RFI, = C". We then proceed with DEFINITION 4. Given any subalgebra A C M,(C), the following vector valued function on 7-L:
is defined everywhere except on a submanifold where it becomes singular. Moreover, it is homogeneous in the sense that The stationarity of R(w, { 4 (&I . I&) + i(421 . I&)}, A), which follows from the assumed compatibility of I&) and IcJ~~), q re uires that the term of order J; vanishes, which is exactly relation (27) . W
Remark 4:
The above equality is not sufficient, it might correspond to a maximum or to a saddle point. That the supremum can be found by differentiation is guaranteed because we are considering a continuous functional differentiable everywhere on a manifold without boundary except where the vector components vanish. (Notice that we consider the functional as a functional over normalized vectors and not over density matrices.)
Since, according to Theorem 1, for every compatible set, every subset of it is compatible, too, we can generalize the previous result. 
These conditions can be used in a constructive way to find compatible sets. We consider I&) as points in a 2n-dimensional real manifold. With 14,) also cl4j), Vc E @, solves (29). The latter is the only obvious redundancy, and, if we fix the norms and the overall phases such that lll$j)ll = 1 and 4j(l) E $ we remain with 2k(71 -1) unknown vector components in relations among each other through the I;(k -1) real equations (29). In addition, the set { Idi), . . , , I&)} should be optimal for some density matrix (Tri, = 1)
I=1
Thus, the unknown vector components must satisfy n2 -1 equations for any fixed j. The total number of constraints to be obeyed by the 2k(7, -1) + X: -1 unknowns is then k2 -k + 7~~ -1. If k > n > 2, the former exceed the latter. Thus, we expect that any solution to the minimization problem can be found only for k at most equal to 71.. Of course, the result of Lemma 1 teaches us that great care has to be exercised while using this argument. ??
From the preceding lemma we also deduce that any compatible, linearly independent set {I&),... . I&)} of vectors of 7-& defines a hermitian 71x7~ matrix A4 E M,(c) such that
The latter can be completed to a maximally compatible set by finding out all solutions to (34).
Remark 5: B. Kiimmerer and R. Werner arrived at the matrix A4 by optimizing among all finite decompositions into pure states of a given density matrix. Then, A4 enters as the matrix of Lagrange multipliers and depends on the matrix j [ll] . The assumption that finite decompositions suffice follows from Choquet theory (every n x rz density matrix is a linear convex combination of n fixed l-dimensional projections). As a consequence, they could draw a conclusion similar to Theorem 1.
We stick to the other strategy, for not all A4 can be used, and how to find the subclass of permitted M is still an open problem; solving (34) is by far not a trivial task.
Continuity considerations
Provided the exactness of considerations in the previous section that "in general" only sets of cardinality at most equal to the cardinal@ of the underlying Hilbert space 3-1, are compatible, we have to examine the consequences of possible exceptional points, namely points where the functional (23) is no longer smooth. In the next section we will see that the few examples where the optimal decompositions can be given explicitly give support to these considerations.
We begin with the following By representing w(y) and w as the density matrices j(y), respectively $, the states $j can be written as fi?j&,
where Pj E M,(C) fulfil II > ?j > 0, cl=1 ij = II. The same set of positive operators ij can be used to construct a decomposition (in general not optimal) of i(y):
/XT) = C &G%jdiGT~ 
Even if lim,,+, /!j(r)dj(r) does not make any sense, we can select a norm-converging subsequence xj(m)&(m) to a positive linear functional (not a normalized state) X~*C#$. 0 < j < k*. These limit states provide a decomposition w = ES=1 X:+3 that cannot be optimal, because we assumed the cardinality 1 of the optimal set for w to be strictly greater than I;*. But then, by using (37) and (38) 
The commutant M,(C)' that appears in (40) is isomorphic to II @ M,(C). Therefore the supremum in the same formula has to be taken over all subalgebras A @ B c 23(Q), where B C II @ M, being contained in its own commutant must be abelian. Furthermore, via (41), w also defines a state on Mn(@)', and in turn, a state on z?(Q): w @ w(;L @ 6') = w(iL)w(&'). Therefore, using (2) the argument of the supremum on the right-hand side of the above expression reads TrwrAQDBlogwrA@B+S(wrA)+S(wrB).
Proof : We represent w as a density matrix b that, by assumption, is optimally decomposed by a set of n pure states. Thus j? = CyZ1 fi&fi, with the operators i, holds in full generality, namely, also for algebras M that are not finite dimensional as supposed in (40), but that are, instead, the strong operator closure of an increasing sequence of finite dimensional subalgebras M, c M.
Indeed, for finite dimensional subalgebras we could not find any counterexample. In the infinite dimensional case, we cannot expect that there exists any optimal decomposition into normal states. Therefore, we equally expect not to have a replacement for the compatibility conditions. Nevertheless, in order to pass from formula (40) to formula (46) the continuity considerations are applicable. 
where we have considered the GNS representation based on w and the associated modular operator defined as Friederichs extension of the quadratic form
For n, --+ 00, A, converges in the strong resolvent sense to A [4, 81. If ci E M,, then 6(n) E dom(AA'2). Therefore, st -lim Ak/2ii = A1j2&
Assume ll(Ak'2 -A1/2)iL/f2)(j 5 ~ll&ll, f or all ci in the finite dimensional subalgebra A. Let &(n) give the optimal decomposition for w relative to M,. Then they are nearly optimal relative to M because the individual states with respect to A and A, differ only by t.
In order to conclude the argument for the conjecture, we believe now that the .?i(rr) form an abelian subalgebra B of M, that can be embedded into M'. Consequently, the optimum result with respect to M would be also reachable by restriction to abelian subalgebras as conjectured. w
Examples
We will construct examples of maximally compatible sets for various A C M,,(C). The purpose of these examples is to get a feeling whether the relations (29) are independent constraints so that maximally compatible sets have the cardinality n., that is the dimension of any maximally abelian subalgebra of M,(C). If this is not the case, we can still look for other conditions that might allow us to fix the cardinality of compatible sets.
EXAMPLE 1. A c M2(@).
We consider an abelian subalgebra A that we choose to be generated by the identity and the Pauli matrix gz (A is uniquely determined up to unitary equivalences). Its elements are n = (I + ygz, whereas those of M2(@) will be of the form n, = p + 5. a'. We represent vectors (states) and the action of the functional (23) on them with respect to the orthonormal basis associated with A. Let us take Thus, equation (27) becomes cos Q cos /3 log cos2 a + ei(6-y) sin Q sin p log sin2 cy = cos a cos p log cos2 /? + e"(*-l ) sin cy sin /? log sin2 A.
(52)
We distinguish two possibilities: either 6 # y, or 5 = y. In the first case, the only solutions to (52) 
Obviously, we seek solutions (2, y) of (53) that satisfy the additional condition x2 + y2 = 1. It is easily verified that we have the following solutions (~$3). y(p)):
(cos 13. sin p), (cos /J. -sin /3).
(56) (-cos 8, sin@, (-cos @, -sin 1)).
(57) (sin @, cos /?), (-sin ij, -cos 0).
The first four couples provide decompositions that correspond, as before, to the minimum of S (4: 4;) IA whereas both the last two give rise to the nontrivial set (59)
Notice that the whole of the state space over Mz(Q is covered by the convex combinations X(&l 141) + (1 -X)($2( . 142) by varying 0 5 X 5 1 and p,S E [0,2z].
In the appendix it is proved that there are no other solutions than those in (56)-(58) whence the second solution will correspond to the optimal one and the cardinality of the maximal optimal sets will be 2.
EXAMPLE 2. A 2 MS(c).
We will restrict ourselves to a particular class of states on Ma(c), those invariant under all possible permutations of the vectors I/G), k = 1,2: 3, in the orthonormal basis defined by the maximally abelian subalgebra A.
As up to a certain point we need not limit ourselves to 'II = 3, let Pk = I/c) (kl, k = l,... . n, be the minimal projections of maximally abelian A in M,(c) and let us call "completely symmetric" with respect to the fixed orthonormal basis any density matrix of the form ]k) H IT@)). 7r: (1,2, . . . ,?Z) ++ (n(l),7r (2), . . . ,n(n)).
(61)
The range of the possible values of z is flxed by the request that the eigenvalues p;(z) of 6(z) be 0 < p;(z) 5 1. As the latter are pi(z) = l/n, + z(n, -1) and c)~(z) = . . . = p,(z) = l/n -z, we get -l/n(rt, -1) 5 z 5 l/n.
We are now interested in decomposing i?(z) in such a way that R@(z).A) in (5) be attained. Notice, however, that getting control over optimal decompositions of 0 immediately involves controlling optimal decompositions of all [I$?*, with tr being unitaries in A. According to what was discussed in point 4 after Definition 1, we can limit our considerations to decompositions into pure states:
The next lemma makes use of the considerations mentioned above, essentially about the concavity of the von Neumann entropy, and shows that for a restricted class of completely symmetric i?(z) the search for optimal decompositions can be restricted to those given in terms of the real one-dimensional projections. 
where /;J = 4(&j + rj;') are not pure states and can thus be further decomposed. For instance, take their spectral decompositions (they are rank two operators) /;,] = rJli?jl + rjzfijz that must involve real eigenprojectors fij,, 1 = 1.2. Strict concavity of the von Neumann entropy (inequality (6)) tells us that either an optimal decomposition is already given in terms of real projections, or, if this is not the case and the optimal decomposition involves generic projections, we can always find one with the same optimal contribution 72 (j(z), A), but using real pure states. In fact, from (6) (65)
We turn now to the case TZ = 3 where we have the following (1,2,3) H (2,3,1).
Proof: When ~1 = 3, the real parameter z E [-i, $1. Define the quantities In fact, when n = 3, not all permutations are necessary, but only the cyclic ones.
From Lemma 9 we know that the class of decompositions of j(z) consisting of real pure states always contains at least one optimal decomposition with respect to the maximally abelian A with respect to which c(z) is completely symmetric. What turns out is that, in the 3-dimensional case, the subclass of the latter containing only three cyclically permuted real projections already provides optimal decompositions of s(z) with respect to A.
We start with fixing the notation. We will denote by F~(?L, z) the projections onto the vector states contribute to (66), and by T(?L. Z) = R(/?(z), { $pj('tL. z)}.A) 
namely the minimum of the entropic contributions coming out of the special subclass of cyclically permuted real decompositions (66) and denote by ZL*(Z) the point at which it is attained: T*(Z) = r-(.11*(z). 2).
Notice that we cannot exclude that more than one vector [4($(z). z)), 1 = 1.2.. . ., might optimally contribute with $(u;(z), z) = T*(Z).
Before coping with the various possibilities we introduce the following 
Indeed, the first inequality follows because the decomposition of fi(.~) that minimizes T(U, 2) in (71) need not minimize R (6(z), {/-~~jl} , A). The last equality is a consequence of (74). Concluding, T*(Z) = R(j(z),A) and every decomposition of 6(z) as in (66) that minimizes T('~L, Z) in (71) is already an optimal decomposition in the larger sense of Definition 2.
??
The convexity of T*(Z) in [-i. $1 is controlled by the numerical means and Fig. 2 supports the conjecture that T*(Z) is indeed convex. As far as the minima of T(L Z) in (71) are concerned, again by the numerical means, the following two possibilities are discovered (see Fig. 1 ).
There exists a bifurcation value z* < 0: Z* _ I (t*)2 -4t* + 3 < o -?; 2(t*)2 -4t* + 3 .
where eet* = t* -1, such that, for all z 2 z*, T(,YL: Z) has three absolute minima at U;(Z) = $r, ,$(z) = 7r = AL; + $7r and .r~z(z) = 5~ = 2~ -TJi(z). On the contrary, for all z 5 .z*, there are six z-dependent absolute minima of T(,u, 2). The first two are attained at 0 < u;(z) = 3~ -o(z) and U;(Z) = 4~ + Q(Z). For z = -i we have u;(z) = ix, U;(Z) = in.
The other four are related to these latter as are the second two to the first one for z > z*, namely AL; = UT(z) + $n, TL~(Z) = U;(Z) + $n and, finally, U;(Z) = 27r -$(z), 7&Z) = 2X -7&Z).
Indeed, the functional T(W Z) in (71) is invariant under 'u H 1~ + $T and u H 27r -7~. For z 2 z*, the three minima are associated with optimal decompositions that are just the cyclic permutation of the other and thus do not differ; the optimal vectors have two equal components. Therefore, our conjecture on the minimal number of optimal decomposers is confirmed.
For z 5 z*, the first two minima correspond to two different optimal decompositions of the kind (66) whereas the other minima contribute with optimal decompositions that come out of the first two by cyclic permutations. It thus turns out that there exist optimal decompositions which contain just three decomposers in agreement with our hypothesis, but there is more of them than one. Together with the two provided by the two minima at ,u;(z) = $T F N(Z), we also have the whole of their convex span.
